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Of course, you'll be even better off if you use an arewards credit card when shopping at Amazon.com. With a cash back credit card, travel card or co-branded Amazon.com credit card, you can earn points or miles for every dollar you spend and qualify for consumer protection in the process. If you want to get the most out of your online
Amazon.com, it's smart to compare all the tabs above that can help you maximize your purchases; Bankrate's guide to the best credit cards Amazon.com help. Bankrate has completed an extensive study on the best credit cards Amazon.com this year. Here are the cards we can recommend:How we chose the best cards for amazon
shoppingScoring matrix If it can be worth using any rewards or travel credit cards for Amazon purchases, some offer more points or better consumer protection than their competitors. While we put enormous emphasis on reward rates for the purposes of this scale, we also asked for cards without an annual fee. Factors Bankrate
considered: Ongoing rewards: We looked at the ongoing reward rate each card offers Amazon.com purchases, as well as any bonus earning opportunities. The cards that made up our ranking offer exceptional reward value for consumers. Sign-up bonus: We put a high value on the sign-up bonuses offered, especially those that come with
a low minimum spending requirement. Not all the cards that have made our ranking come with a bonus offer, but we have prioritised those who do. Special financing offers: While we didn't focus too much on interest rates, we didn't have cards offering introductory 0 percent funding offers. With 0 per cent APR on your purchase, you can
save money on interest while paying large Amazon.com purchases over time. Annual fee: Because paying an annual fee on your credit card reduces your rewards, we've prioritized cards that don't charge it. Redemption options: We've selected cards that allow you to redeem your rewards in a number of ways (i.e. redeemability for gift
cards, travel, or refunds). We also gave preference to cards that allow you to redeem points to buy on Amazon.com. Editor's choice: The best credit cards for Amazon in the 2020Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card is easily one of the best options for Amazon, but this card offers
bonus points in more categories than many people realize. While you'll get the best rate of return if you're a member of Amazon Prime, you can sign up for a modified version of this card even if you're not. Also, for example, this card comes with a bonus in advance; Although this changes from time to time, Amazon Prime Rewards Visa
Signature Card currently offers a $100 gift card Amazon.com immediately after card approval. Best for: Amazon and Whole Foods Gas, Dining room and Drugstore Credit Required: Good/Excellent Reward Rate: Prime Members Earn Money percentage back at Whole Foods and Amazon.com, 2 percent back in restaurants, gas stations
and drugstores and 1 percent back on all other purchases; nonmembers earn 3 percent back at Whole Foods and Amazon.com, 2 percent back in restaurants, gas stations and drugstores and 1 percent back on all other purchases. Annual fee: $0 (with qualified prime membership) Editor's take: This card is hard to beat if you buy at
Amazon.com and Whole Foods because you'll earn an unlimited 5 percent back on both. An additional 2 per cent of categories are simply glasing on a cake, but it could be lucrative if you spend a lot on restaurants and petrol stations. We want this card to have a better welcome bonus, but a free gift card is certainly better than nothing.
Also, keep in mind that this card offers some benefits for consumers that could be useful if you shop online. For example, you'll get protection from buying from damage or theft when you pay with a card, or you can qualify for extended warranties for eligible items. Finally, this card offers up to 25 percent off bestsellers on Amazon Prime
Day this year. This benefit alone can easily lead to hundreds of dollars in savings depending on the offers you manage to achieve. An Amazon Prime Store card can only be used Amazon.com purchase and only if you are a qualified Prime member. This card is a smart option if you already have a credit card that you use elsewhere and
you need special financing options. On special items sold by Amazon, this card offers 0 percent financing and equal payments of up to 24 months (25.99 percent variable APR after). Best for: Amazon.com purchases and 0 percent financing on amazon.com purchases up to 24 months (25.99 percent variable APR after) Loan required:
Good/Excellent reward rate: 5 percent cashback on all Amazon.com purchases. Annual fee: $0 Editor's take: Amazon Prime Store Card is not a traditional credit card that can be used anywhere, but it can be uniquely useful for individuals who only want a card they can use in an online store. A 5 per cent cashback rate is hard to beat and
getting 0 per cent funding for up to 24 months can be a boon for your finances (25.99 per cent variable APR after). Aside from the fact that you can't use this card everywhere you shop, the biggest downside to this card is the lack of benefits. Discover it® Cash BackThe Discover it® Cash Back is a dynamic cash credit card that facilitates
earnings of 5 percent back to up to $1,500 spent in categories that rotate each quarter, after which you'll earn 1 percent back (activation required). Fortunately, the reward categories of this card make a ton of Amazon.com in 2020. If you check discover's refund bonus calendar, you'll find the fourth quarter (October to December) 5 percent
back za 2020 uključuje Amazon.com, Walmart.com i Target.com Target.com Best for: Everyday spending and 5 percent bonus category Credit required: Good/Excellent reward rate: 5 percent cash back to the first $1,500 spent in categories that rotate each quarter (then 1 percent, activation required) plus 1 percent back on all other
purchases, also Discover automatically matches the money back you earn in the first year. Annual fee: $0 Editor's take: 5 percent back on Amazon purchases during the holidays can make this card a winner, but it's even more exciting that Discover will match the refund you earn after the first year. Also, keep in mind that you can redeem
points earned with this card for a refund or purchase on an Amazon.As bonus, this card also gives you 0 percent of the APR's introduction to purchase over 14 months, followed by a variable APR of 11.99 percent to 22.99 percent. This introductory offer can help you pay off your end-of-year purchases without interest for more than a year.
Chase Freedom Unlimited®The Chase Freedom Unlimited® is a solid card offering for all your purchases, but that includes everything you buy on Amazon.com. You'll earn a peacock of at least 1.5 percent back when shopping with an online retailer or anywhere else, but this card also offers bonus rewards on trips booked through Chase,
drugstore purchases and dining areas. You can also earn a $200 cash bonus when you sign in and spend $500 on a card within three months of opening an account. Best for: Everyday Spending, Travel Through Chase, Dining room and Drugstore Credit Required: Good/Excellent Reward Rate: Earn 1.5 percent back on all purchases, 5
percent back on trips booked through Chase Ultimate Rewards and 3 percent back on drugstore purchases and dining; For a limited time, also earn 5 percent back on up to $12,000 in store spending first year (not including Target or Walmart purchases) Annual fee: $0 Editor's take: The Chase Freedom Unlimited® is a good cash back
credit card no matter where you spend the most, but it can be fruitful if you plan to spend a lot on Amazon.com this year. For starters, you can earn a $200 bonus when you spend just $167 per month for the first three months. From there, you can earn substantial rewards for every dollar you spend, including 5 percent back to up to
$12,000 in groceries during year 1. This card allows you to redeem your rewards in a ton of different ways, including travel, refunds, gift cards, merchandise, and Amazon.com. As an added bonus, you can save on interest from 0 per cent APR on purchases over 15 months, followed by a variable APR of 14.99 per cent to 23.74 per cent.
Citi® Double Cash CardFinally, don't forget about citi® Double Cash Card. This card is an ideal Amazon.com and all your purchases due to the high reward rate, and you will not pay an annual fee Booting. You will even qualify for a special offer in balance when you sign in. Best for: Amazon Purchases and Everything Else You Buy Credit
Needed: Excellent Reward Rate: Earn a flat 2 percent back on everything you buy - 1 percent when you make a purchase and another 1 percent when you pay it off The annual fee: $0 Editor's take: The Citi® Double Cash Card is a good choice for all your purchases, including purchases you make online and with Amazon.com. The
reward rate is spectacular and you'll never have to worry about bonus categories or earnings limits. You will also get the opportunity to earn rewards at no annual fee. Just keep in mind that you can only redeem rewards for a refund, statement loan, or credit to a connected account, and you can only do so when you have at least $25 cash
rewards built in. Also, consider this card if you want to consolidate debt from other high-interest cards. When you sign up, you'll get 0 per cent APR on balance transfers over 18 months, followed by variable APR of 13.99 per cent to 23.99 per cent. The 3 percent balance transfer fee ($5 minimum) will apply if you redeem this offer. How to
maximize rewards earned by shopping on Amazon.comFor signed up for a card to use on Amazon.com, it helps to have a plan to help you earn more rewards over time. This is good advice all year round, but it's even more important as holiday shopping begins. Maximize rewards on Prime Day 2020First off, you should do your best to
make the most of Prime Day 2020, which runs from October 13 to October 14 this year. This epic sale can help you achieve deep discounts on electronics and other acceptable Prime Day options. The more you buy, the more you can save. To maximize rewards on Prime Day, you'll need to start by choosing the right credit card for all
your Amazon.com purchases. Here are the best tips that can help you: Choose a card that fits your spending style. First, be sure to choose a rewards credit card that allows you to earn more points Amazon.com purchases, as well as elsewhere you buy. You can choose a card with bonus categories or a flat-rate rewards structure, but you
should run the numbers on normal spending to see which type of card would leave you better Make sure you've earned a sign-up bonus, if applicable. If the reward credit card you choose offers a sign-up bonus, be sure to meet the minimum spending threshold during the bonus period. If you don't make it to the threshold because you just
forget, you'll lose out on bonus points for no reason. Add a new credit card to your Amazon.com account. Once you have a credit card to Amazon.com, be sure to add it to your Amazon.com account. This way, your card will be ready and waiting for you when you are ready to shop online. Consider more than one card. If you're stuck
between two cards and can't figure out which one you want, don't be Pair more than one rewards credit card to get the cardholder bonus and benefits you want most. You might want one card Amazon.com another rewards card for all other spending, and that's perfectly fine. The bottom lineShopping online is more convenient than ever,
Amazon.com can help you find the lowest prices and the result of free shipping in the process. However, you'll be significantly better than that if you're strategic with the credit card you use to pay for your online purchase. The best credit cards Amazon.com you to earn rewards on your spending and qualify for consumer protection to boot,
so compare your options until you find the card you're excited to use. Information about the Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card and Amazon.com Prime Store Card has been collected independently Bankrate.com. The card issuer did not view or approve the card information. Issuer.
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